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Editor’s Note
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Language as communication and as culture are
products of each other. Communication creates
culture: culture is a means of communication.
Language carries culture, and culture carries,
particularly through orature and literature, the
entire body of values by which we come to
perceive ourselves and our place in the world.
How people perceive themselves and affects
how they look at their culture, at their places
politics and at the social production of wealth,
at their entire relationship to nature and to other
beings. Language is thus inseparable from
ourselves as a community of human beings with
a specific form and character, a specific history,
a specific relationship to the world
— Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o
Decolonising the Mind (16)
The Market Theatre re-opens its theatres with
the multi award winning Xhosa production
Xova from 4 – 13 December 2020. Written and
directed by Joseph Komani, the production is
performed in isiXhosa with some English. The
story is told in a mixture of movement and song
with a blend of a visual 3D feel enhanced by
elements of symbolism and minimalism.
Since 2015, the Market Theatre has had
productions in Afrikaans, Sesotho and Setswana
which spoke to the yearning of audiences to
watch productions in their mother tongues.
The Afrikaans production Kamphoer -die
verhaal van Susan Nell will make its Market
Theatre debut from19 January – 14 February
2021. South African theatre legend Sandra
Prinsloo appears in the challenging role of
Susan Nell who faced an unspeakable ordeal
during the South African War (1899 - 1902) in
the Winburg concentration camp, directed by
award winning director Lara Foot.
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Father Come Home, which will be staged from
5 – 28 February 2021 is adapted from prolific
South African author, E’skia Mphahlele’s novel
and translated into Sepedi by award winning
actress and published writer, Rami Chuene.
Directed by the 2008 Zwakala Festival winner,
Clive Mathibe, the production follows the life
of a young Pedi boy, Maredi, who grows up in
a remote village of Sedibeng in the Northern
Transvaal without a father.
The Windybrow Arts Centre shares two
programmes that took place in the month
of September. Thari, an online hosted
conversation, explored the pertinent concern of
who framed masculinity? A burning issue in our
current landscape with the high incident rate of
gender-based violence read the article on page
13.
Another inspirational collaboration between
Market Photo Workshop and Market Theatre
Laboratory is a project called Re-Imagining
Riverlea: A Participatory Arts Project. The
aim of the project is to facilitate processes for
community members of Riverlea, a township
situated West of Johannesburg to find, explore
and represent their stories – not just their present,
and the challenges that they currently face, but
also their imagined futures, and their reflections
on how the past has informed the present. You
can follow the progress of this project on the
Market Photo Workshop Facebook account.
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The Market Theatre Foundation is committed
to bringing productions that will reach diverse
audiences.
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Renowned Johannesburg Theatres
join forces in staging award winning
production KAMPHOER
Author Lusanda Zokufa-Kathilu

Two theatre giants collaborate for the first
time to produce this hard-hitting drama
that will have Johannesburg audiences in
its grip.
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As both theatres hold historical character
in the development of theatre in
Johannesburg, it was clear to the Market
Theatre’s Artistic Director James Ngcobo,
that this production would require a bigger
showcase, especially since 2021 will mark
the 119th anniversary of the end of the
South African War.
The production looks at grave injustices
that women often suffer as a result of a war,
and specifically, the gross human rights
violations that Susan Nell endured. The
themes covered in the production are very
relevant issues that our society still faces.
The darling of South African stage,
television and film, Sandra Prinsloo, returns
to Johannesburg stages in this latest hit
production Kamphoer, directed by the
internationally acclaimed Lara Foot.
Based on a true story, Sandra appears in
the challenging role of Susan Nell, who
faced an unspeakable ordeal during the
South African War (1899 – 1902) in the
Winburg concentration camp. Following
her father’s death during the war, Susan
and her mother end up in a concentration
camp where she is brutally raped and left
for dead by two British officers and a joiner.
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The Market Theatre and Roodepoort
Theatre are experimenting in matching
productions with perfectly targeting the
intended audiences. Kamphoer will kick
off its run at the Market Theatre from 19
January – 14 February, it will immediately
move to the Roodepoort Theatre for a
limited season 20 – 28 February 2021.
This partnership enables the theatres to
address a demand for diverse work in
different parts of Johannesburg.
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The Market Theatre is excited to announce
this collaboration with Roodepoort Theatre.
A deliberate effort has been evident in last
couple of years in building relationships
between the Market Theatre and local and
international companies.

The Roodepoort Theatre has transformed
itself to become a responsive space to the
community it serves, resulting in producing
pioneering work. The theatre made major
progress in terms of the diversification of
its production and marketing mix which
consequently had a significant impact on
the diversification of audiences.

“The Market Theatre Foundation would
love to thank the Joburg City Theatre
Management who are the management
company for the Roodepoort Theatre who
absolutely jumped on the collaboration,
we are all in it together. Theatre is not
competition but contribution to our
stakeholders.” said James Ngcobo.
Kamphoer will be the first production to
be staged at the Market Theatre in 2021
as part of the 45th year celebration and
the second production post Covid 19. The
Theatre would like to assure its audiences
that all safety measures are adhered to and
that their safety is our priority.
Kamphoer is an intense, hard-hitting and
immensely gripping production don’t miss
it!
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Peeling Shadows – A new play with
freeky deeky mambo jumbo voodoo
hoodoo mystic vibes
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KWASHA! Theatre Company The 3rd continues
to thrive in making work that is bold in confronting
our current socio-economic environment, work
that dares South Africans, in particular, to dream
past their current realities. The company aims
further to create and devise cutting edge work
that challenges the different perspectives of
narratives in our society through theatre and
various themes. By committing to crash through
the glass ceiling, the company aims to create a
broader interest and access to the arts and its
spaces.

The Art of Facing Fear, by Brazil based theatre
company Os Satyros Teatro. The company has
recently directed 6 shows for an online festival
under the theme The Fluidity of Resistance in
collaboration with PoPArt centre.

KWASHA! Theatre Company has in the past
few months created various works that were
presented in the digital space for audiences
to enjoy. The company worked with Standard
Bank Young Artist of the Year for Theatre in
2020, Jefferson Tshabalala on Seen Pha kwa
JB! Of prose, of poems, of plays. KWASHA!
also embarked on a digital intercontinental play,
with three continents and nine countries titled

Peeling Shadows, the latest theatrical
experience from the company, is an endearing
play about a detective named Pamela, on a
quest to solve an investigation regarding three
missing fraudsters. As the case turns cold, she
encounters a mysterious young girl named
Boang, wandering the streets alone. Little does
Pamela know that Boang may just be the key
she needs to crack the case.

KWASHA! Theatre Company, which is a
collaboration between the Market Theatre
Laboratory and the Windybrow Arts Centre,
brought a new production called Peeling
Shadows to the Ramolao Makhene Theatre
from 30 October to 8 November.
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Events at Windybrow Arts Centre
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The Windybrow Arts Centre closed off Heritage
Month with a thought-provoking discussion on
the history and origins of the Afrikaans language
in South Africa. The discussion was based on
the 10yr celebration of the play Afrikaaps; that
has been turned into a film by Dylan Volley. The
production looks at the efforts taken to reclaim
Afrikaaps as the creole of South Africa. In the
documentary, Dylan Volley looks at the ways
in which the Kaaps version of Afrikaans has
been negated and the ways in which the rich
history of the language has been overlooked
by linguistic institutes all over the country. The
discussion was held in partnership with The Wits
School of Arts Film and Television Department
and was moderated by film maker and lecturer
Pervaiz Khan. If you missed it, the dialogue is still
available for viewing on The Windybrow Arts
Centre Facebook page.

For the 4th edition of the Thari: The Moral Fabric
Dialogues, The Windybrow Arts Centre posed a
challenging question to its panelists. This year,
the leading question for the dialogue was “who
framed masculinity?”. The question was posed
on two levels; the first to interrogate where the
structure of what we deem as masculinity was
formed and the second to investigate when
or how masculinity became synonymous with
danger and violence to the eyes of the public?
As a catalyst to the conversation, the thoughtprovoking production Text Me When You
Arrive was screened before the dialogue and
was closed off with a poem by blooming poet
Rethabile Faith Molibeli titled Ho bolokehile
kae hoba mosadi? (Where is it safe to be a
woman?). The heated dialogue featured tv
personality Joshua Maponga and was hosted by
film producer Azania Muendane. The dialogue
is still available for viewing on The Windybrow
Arts Centre Facebook page.
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PAN AFRICAN VISUAL JOURNALISM
&and ITS POSITIONS
Presented by the Market Photo Workshop, World Press
Photo & The Windybrow Arts Centre
Author Khona Dlamini
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The World Press Photo Foundation and the
Market Photo Workshop support the conditions
that make visual journalism and storytelling
possible, including the freedom of expression,
freedom of inquiry, and freedom of the press.
The need for images and stories we can trust has
never been greater, and the high-quality reports
in this exhibition bring you important insights
about our world. Sometimes that is done with
beautiful photographs and sometimes that
requires presenting difficult stories, but they are
all accurate and they all matter.
The politics of Africa and visual journalism
industries is as long and fraught with
contradictions as the practice. African
photojournalists need greater visibility and
access to resources and protections. How news
media represents continental cultures and
predicaments remains a concern. The practice of
journalism and its freedoms have been affected
by technological as well as geo-political shifts in
the industry and democracies around the world.
Where to from here? Pan-African Visual
Journalism and Its Positions is a Pan-African
focused photography event that will bring
award-winning visual journalists and emerging
photographers in the industry into a critical
conversation about the future of visual
storytelling within journalism in Africa.
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Opening on 21 November, the World Press
Photo Exhibition 2020 will be held at Market
Photo Workshop, in Johannesburg South Africa
until 13 December. The outdoor exhibition, to
be installed in the historic Newtown Cultural
Precinct, presents award-winning photography
from the 63rd annual World Press Photo
Contest, with a special focus on stories from
African photographers and narratives related to
the continent.
This year 4,282 photographers from 125
countries entered 73,996 photographs to the
contest. These visual stories were judged in
terms of their accurate, fair, and compelling
insights about our world. All entrants accept the
code of ethics, and all winning pictures went
through a rigorous verification process, ensuring
they can be trusted to show the scene witnessed
by the photographer. The contest was judged
by an independent jury comprising leading
photography professionals, and its membership
of the jury changes every year. The 2020 Photo
Contest Jury was capably chaired by Head of
the Market Photo Workshop, Lekgetho Makola.
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Pan African Visual Journalism and Its Positions is
an exhibition and public programming initiative
that stages the work of the 2020 World Press
Photo Contest winners with a focus on content
produced in Africa. The initiative is a partnership
of the World Press Photo Foundation and the
Market Photo Workshop.

The exhibition will be accompanied by public
programming, both in-person and virtual,
that includes a series of workshops and panel
discussions
presented by Market Photo
Workshop and selected institutions from the
Centres for Learning Photography in Africa
(CLPA) Network, namely Nlele Institute of
Lagos, Uganda Press Photo of Kampala, The
Other Vision of Khartoum, Kigali Centre for
Photography in Rwanda and the Market Photo
Workshop. These public programming activities
will be hosted online by the photoformafrica.
com virtual platform and through social media
spaces, and will be driven in partnership with
World Press Photo.
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Re-imaging Riverlea
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The Market Photo Workshop, the Market
Theatre Laboratory in collaboration with Raw
Multimedia is conducting the Re-Imagining
Riverlea: A Participatory Arts Project. The
aim of the project is to facilitate processes for
community members of Riverlea to find, explore
and represent their stories – not just their present,
and the challenges that they currently face, but
also their imagined futures, and their reflections
on how the past has informed the present.
By working with identified ‘micro communities’
within Riverlea – i.e. students, the elderly, people
with disabilities, unemployed youth and social
activists – the project will reflect the diversity of
Riverlea and the multitude of lived experiences
within it. By using theatre-based methodologies
and image making processes, the project
encourages community engagement and
facilitates inter-generational dialogue. Through
applied theatre and drama, community

members express themselves, share their
stories, talk about their realities, their dreams,
aspirations and their struggles, and explore
possible solutions to improve their lives. Through
image making the community members
reflect and share their lived experiences which
creates visibility within the community and will
begin a larger dialogue not only in the Riverlea
community but between other communities
who may share similar challenges and dreams
and thus influence social change.
The Re-Imagining Riverlea: A Participatory Arts
Project commenced on 28 September and will
be completed on 17 November 2020.
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Follow our progress on these handles: Facebook
@marketphotoworkshop, and
@marketphotoworkshop on Instagram
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Multi Award Winning isiXhosa
production XOVA debuts at the
Market Theatre for a limited
season
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The Market Theatre, at the pulse of great
storytelling, brings XOVA originally produced
by the South African State Theatre Incubation
Programme. Written and Directed by award
winning director Joseph Komani, the production
walked away with five Naledi Theatre Awards
for Best Play, Best New Script, Best Director,
Best Support Performance in a Play Female and
Best Costume Design.

The story examines father absenteeism in the
upbringing of children to highlight the brunt
women carry in solo parenting. The play also
speaks to the resentment and loneliness a
child feels due to having an absent father and
a mother who is working twice as hard to make
sure the child is taken care of. The child grows
up with misplaced anger, she struggles with
identity and psychological effects.

After a very difficult time with theatres being dark
as a result of COVID19 lockdown, the Market
Theatre is delighted to welcome audiences
back from the 4 – 13 December 2020.

Joseph Komani’s XOVA is articulated with a text
of Xhosa mixed with English, the body language
and emotions carry the story in movement.
“The story is told through song and movement,
with a blend of a visual 3D feel, enhanced by
elements of symbolism and minimalism.

“Ukuxova”, an isiXhosa word denoting the
kneading of dough for baking – is a metaphor
used for the process of raising a child that is
delicately exposed in the narrative. Featuring an
all-female cast of Charmaine Mtinta, Zimkhitha
Nyoka, Nhlanhla Dube, Gina Mabasa, Busisiwe
Mazibuko, Nontsikelelo Mfene, Gomotsegang
Rangwashe, J Sax and Nondumiso Mabena.
Set in a dry and dusty village in the Eastern
Cape, XOVA unravels the story of a young
woman who comes from a heavily challenged
family. She brings a child into a fatherless home.
Her husband abandons the family after being
retrenched from his job and he has no idea of
himself being a father. His wife, who is in her
early 20s, is left to fend for her young family.
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Author Lusanda Zokufa–Kathilu

“To tell a universal story with an African
Language such as isiXhosa without using any
projection of interpretation and have different
audiences (white and black) understanding the
story, that has been the highlight for me these
past two years” said Komani
The Market Theatre continues its unwavering
commitment that speaks to audiences in all
South African languages.
NB: Language isiXhosa and English
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The Market Theatre Foundation where the city’s
heart beats! has launched an exciting and diverse
programme that will offer wide range of offering for
audiences.
For more details about the productions visit
the Market Theatre Foundation website www.
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markettheatre.co.za, www.webtickets.co.za or buy
your ticket at any Pick ‘n Pay store.
For block bookings call
Anthony Ezeoke at 011 832 1641/083 246 4950,
Magret on079 656 2340 or Jabulisile on 083 203
0531
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MARKET THEATRE
F O U N D AT I O N

XOVA
“Ukuxova”, an isiXhosa word denoting the
kneading of dough for baking – is a metaphor
used for the process of raising a child that is
delicately exposed in the narrative. Featuring
all female cast Charmaine Mtinta, Zimkhitha
Nyoka, Nhlanhla Dube, Gina Mabasa, Busisiwe
Mazibuko, Nontsikelelo Mfene, Gomotsegang
Rangwashe, J Sax and Nondumiso Mabena.
The story examines father absenteeism in the
upbringing of children to highlight the brunt
women carry in solo parenting. The resentment

and loneliness the child feels due to having an
absent father and a mother who is working twice
as hard to make sure the child is taken care of.
The child grows up with misplaced anger, she
struggles with identity and psychological effects.

DATES:
		

Thursday 3 – 				
Sunday 13 December 2020

TIMES:
		

Tuesday – Saturday 20h15 		
and Sunday 15h15

Venue:		

Mannie Manim Theatre
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